YOUR
commitment

Turn data into knowledge
 Unlimited data mining possibilities with
highly customizable data collection

your

 Ad hoc reporting tools for fast, flexible
reporting

 Integration with other back-office systems
brings information together from across
the enterprise

 Rules-based e-mail alerts and notification
system

Risk Management that Works
Whether the initiatives in your organization are
targeted prevention of specific losses or big
picture enterprise risk management, tracking,
managing, and analyzing your incidents and
losses is a key requirement.
APP’s unique incident-based approach to
claims management represents a departure
from traditional systems in that data is captured
in an organic way - accommodating the natural
flow of data from the field into your office.
Unlimited data mining is possible with hundreds
of in-depth reports and APP’s ad hoc
PowerExport reporting tool, which facilitates
your broader risk identification and
management strategies, whether they are based
on objectives, scenarios, and/or taxonomy.
APP’s suite of risk management solutions helps
you identify risks, analyze contributing factors,
implement a plan of action, and then track and
manage its results effectively.

 Adapt quickly to changing business
conditions with user-definable data points
and metrics

rise to the challenge.

“...we have seen our accident
frequency drop 31 percent.”
Raymond Turner, CFO
Greater Houston Transportation Co.
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Identify

Spot loss trends and identify root
causes.

Analyze

Pivot and analyze data to reveal
corollary factors and perform fault
analyses.

Plan

Use new information and reporting tools
to develop a comprehensive risk
management strategy.

Track

Add new data collection points and
business rules to gain more detail and
track the implementation of your plan.

Manage

Automatic alerts and notifications keep
you on top of events and give you
advance opportunity to mitigate risk.

Identify
 Over 150 built-in reports
 Incident-based approach allows you to identify risks based on scenario, objective, or
taxonomy

 24/7 web-based reporting

Analyze
 Ad hoc PowerExport allows you to analyze any data points in the system for severity and
frequency

 Integrates with back-office systems and third-party services
 Enterprise-class SQL Server database with SQL Server Analysis Services facilitates data
mining

Track
 Rules-based alerts and e-mail notifications ensure that risks are being monitored and
protocols are being adhered to

 Track any additional details and/or data fields that are specific to your operation
 Customizable dashboard views allow you to track the data that are meaningful to you

Manage
 Customizable business rules engine facilitates the implementation of your risk mitigation
strategy

 Strong security to control each user's access rights
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